PARTIAL WORD PRACTICE QUESTIONS (1)

Instructions:

In the sentences below the word in capitals has three consecutive letters missing. The missing letters make up a three-letter word. In the space provided enter the three-letter word.

EXAMPLE:

Sally and Jane were best FRIS.   (   )

Answer:

Sally and Jane were best FRIENDS. (END)

PRACTICE QUESTIONS

1. The cream was evident on the cat’s WKERS.   (   )
2. The pharmacist DISSED the medicine.    (   )
3. Simon and John ATTED the same school.    (   )
4. The trainee sailor tied everything in KS.    (   )
5. John’s monitor and keyboard were next to his COMER. (   )
6. My mum asked everyone if they wanted AHER piece of pie. (   )
7. The apple tree was next to the CRY tree.    (   )
8. The teacher was APPED by the rude student.   (   )
9. The referee awarded a ALTY following the tackle. (   )
10. Mary BLED the fruits to make a refreshing drink. (   )